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The method of invariant imbedding has recently been studied as a technique 
for numerically solving linear two-point boundary-value problems. However, 
the basic Riccati equation which arises in the imbedding method is nonlinear 
and the solution may fail to exist over the interval of interest. Various alter- 
natives have been suggested to overcome this difficulty. A very successful method 
is that based on certain recursive equations [l-7]. In this note we shall prove 
under conditions which are not too stringent, that there exists always a finite 
set of Riccati equations which, together with the recursive equations, do indeed 
completely define the troublesome reflection function. This generalizes to the 
matrix case a result obtained by Allen and Wing [8] for scalar systems. 
Consider the differential system 
u’(4 = 44 44 + B(z) v(z), (14 
-v’(z) = C(z) u(z) + D(z) v(z). (lb) 
Here u and v are respectively an m-vector and an n-vector, and A, B, C, D are 
matrix functions of the appropriate dimensions which are analytic on some 
region 92 containing x < .z < y. (For a relaxation of the analyticity condition 
see the last paragraph of this paper.) For arbitrary x,, G [x, y] let @(z, x,,) be the 
state-transition matrix of (1); that is, each column of @(z, .a$ is a solution of (l), 
and @(z,, , ~a) is the (m + 7t)-dimensional identity matrix. Let 
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be the partition of @ which is conformal with (1) (i.e. @ri is m x m, etc.). 
Following Denman [3], we define the basic functions of invariant imbedding by 
R&o ,4 = @l&, x0) @iz?,‘(% x0>, (‘4 
T&o 3 z> = @,-,‘(% x0), P) 
Mxo > z) = -Q&y? x0) @21(& .%“I, PC) 
Tdxo 1 z) = @&, xl)) - @l&G x0) @&% x0) %(“r x0). w 
(While the order of independent variables in the @ functions is opposite to that 
in the R and T functions and is hence a possible source of confusion, we retain 
the notation to conform to the literature.) 
It is clear that these quantities are well-defined if @,a(~, +,) is nonsingular. 
We assert that, for fixed x0 E [x, y], this holds except possibly at a finite set of 
z-points in [x, y]. To see this note that Qp,,(.z, x0) is analytic in z in the region .A, 
and hence in [x, y]. Therefore det Q&z, x0) = F(z) is analytic there. But then 
F(z) can have only a finite number of zeros in [s, y]; otherwise F(z) = 0, which 
contradicts the fact that F(x,) = I. We call this finite set of exceptional points 
E(x,). We know the quantities (2) exist on [x, y] N E(x,); the following result 
shows the existence cannot be extended to include even one point of E(s,,). lVc 
concentrate on R, , for reasons that will become evident subsequently. 
LEMMA I. If 1 E E(x,), then R,(x, , z) cannot be dejined so as to be left ron- 
tinuous in z at z = 1. 
Proof. If the desired conclusion were not true, then 
lim @rz(z, x,,) @&!(z, x,,) = R,(x,, ,a) 
z-t% 
would be finite, although @aa(f, x,,) is singular. From this we would conclude the 
equality 
Q(S, x0) = R,(.r, , 6) CD&S, A.“). (3) 
Now the fact that 2 E E(x,) implies there exists a nontrivial solution of (1) 
satisfying u(+,) = v(G) = 0. Also u(S) = @i2( 5, X”) v(s,,), V(Z) = CA&?, X”) V(,Y,,)’ 
and we conclude from these two equalities and (3) that u(a) == 0. But the 
uniqueness theorem for initial-value problems then gives the contradictory result 
that u and v are identically zero. 
The “reflection function” R,. can readily be shown to satisfy the Iiiccati 
initial-value problem 
dR 
7&L @o ’ 4 = B(z) + 44 R(xo , z) -t R,(xo > 3) W) 
-t R&o , 4 CC.4 Wxo , ~1, 
Wo , xo) = 0. 
(4a) 
(4h) 
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If R&Y, , a) is regarded as known, then the remaining matrices on the left of (2) 
are well-known (e.g. see [3]) to satisfy a certain linear initial-value problem in a, 
with initial data at a = 3~~ . The set of four matrices defined by (2) is recognized 
(see, e.g., [l-7] and additional references cited in [9]) to be very useful in 
solving linear two-point boundary-value problems for vector systems of the 
form (1). (See Denman [3] for an extension to inhomogeneous systems.) 
Suppose we wish to determine R,(x,, , y), R,(x, , y), TT(xO , y) and Tl(xO , y). 
Clearly we must require y # E(x,). If E(x,,) is empty, then R,.(x,, , y) can be 
obtained in principle by simply integrating the initial-value problem (4). That 
R, , T, and T, can be found from their differential equations follows at once 
from the fact that these equations are linear. 
Now consider the case in which E(x,) is nonempty. Tn that case, Nelson and 
Elder [lo] have shown that the first point of E(x,) to the right of x0 is also the 
right-hand endpoint of the maximal interval of existence of the solution of (4). 
Consequently R,(x, , y) cannot be obtained by integrating (4). Let z, be the 
first point of E(x,) to the right of x,, . One can attempt to use the known recur- 
sion formula [l-6] 
W, 7 4 = R,(v, 4 + T&z, 4 [I - R,(x, , x1-j R,(v, 4-l 
* R,(x, > v> T,(.v, 4 (5) 
to extend R, to the right of zr . In (5), I is the 112 x m identity matrix and zr- 
is some arbitrary point between x0 and x1 . All matrices R,(,z-, z), T,(z,-, z), 
etc., can again be determined by integration of initial-value problems. If these 
integrations can be carried to a = y, then the objective has been accomplished. 
If not, one can hope to repeat the process. 
Two possible difficulties arise at this point. First, the inverse indicated on the 
right-hand side of (5) may not exist. Secondly, the process suggested above may 
not terminate because, in an obvious notation, the points zr-, zs-,... may have 
a point of accumulation to the left of y. We dispose first of the question regarding 
existence of the inverse. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose x,, , x1- and x all lie in the basic interval [x, y] described 
above, and R,(x, , ,z-), R,(.z-, z) both exist. Then R,(x, , z) exists if, and only if, 
I - RR,(x O , zz-) R,(z,-, z) is a nonsingular matrix, in which case the equality (5) 
holds. 
Proof. It has already been shown that &(x0 , a) exists if, and only if, @,e(.z, x0) 
is nonsingular. But we have 
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where the first equality comes from the semigroup property of the state-transition 
matrices of the linear system (l), and we use the fact that $a(~~-, x,,) and (Dzs(z, 
unl-) are nonsingular to obtain the second equality. The latter fact, with this 
equality, then shows that &.Jz, x,,) is nonsingular if, and and onl!- if, 
I -- R,(x;-, z) R,(zl-, x,,) is nonsingular. The first desired result now follows 
from the observation that if P and Q are respectivelv m Y n and II x m matrices. 
then [I -- PO]-’ exists if, and only if, [I - QP]-1 exists. 
The recursion formula in the form first established by Redheffer [I], name& 
M-u, 3 2) --= R,(.z-, z) -1 T,(x,-, z) R,(.q, , zl-) [I - RI@-, z) R,.(x,, , z1 )] ’ 
. TV@-, a), (7) 
now follows from (6). With P and Q as above, the identity P[I - QP] ~1 
[I - PO] l P then shows equivalence of (5) and (7). This completes the proof 
of Theorem 1. 
Now consider our proposed use of (5) to compute R,(x, , y) in the case that 
E(x,) is not empty. With z1 and x1- as above, we can use the initial-value problem 
(4), except with x,, replaced by zl-, to compute Rl(zlm-, z) for zl- -.< z % z2 . 
where z2 is the first point of E(x,-) to the right of zl-. If we choose z-- E (zl , z2) 
such that X- # E(xJ, then Theorem 1 assures that the recursion formulae can be 
used to compute R,(x, , z-). We can always arrange that z- $ E(x,) because, 
as previously shown, E(x,,) is a finite set. With z2- and R,(x, , z2-) now known, 
we let z, be the first point of E(z,-) to the right of x2-, z- E (x2-, 2.J w E(.v,), 
and again Theorem 1 guarantees the recursive formulae (5) or (7) can be used to 
compute R,.(x, , z3-). Clearly this process can be repeated indefinitely. The 
question is whether in a finite number of steps, say p, we obtain z,- ---: y. We 
now proceed to answer this question affirmatively. Our proof will be constructive 
in that we ultimately obtain an upper bound on the maximum number of times 
the relationship (5) must be used. 
As the argument to follow is a bit lengthy, we digress briefly to observe that 
recursive equations of the form (5) also exist for the other R and T functions. 
Because (5) is the most troublesome of these, u-e confine our study to it. but 
the others may be handled similarly. 
To show that the x,- points cannot accumulate we use the fact that the cor- 
responding points z3 may be characterized as follows (see [lo]): The value 
sltl is the smallest value of z equal to or greater than z,- such that D2Jzi-, z) 
is a singular matrix. 
LEMMA 2. Suppose the matrices A, B,... are analytic in a region W containing 
the interval x :g x < y. Then the matrix @,,(z, x,,) is nonsingular for .Y --; x0 
z < x1 < y, where x1 - x0 = 6 > 0 is a number independent of s,, . Moreover 6 
may be estimated in a constructive manner. 
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Proof. For simplicity of notation let x,, E [x, y] be arbitrary but fixed, and 
define U(z) = Q1s(z, x,,), V(z) = @ s2 (a, x0). Subscripts attached to “U” or “Y” 
denote elements of these matrices. To accomplish the proof it suffices to show 
that there exists 6 > 0 such that 1 1 - V,,(z)1 < l/n for z such that x,, < z < 
x0 + 6, 6 independent of x,, , and 1 V,,(z)I < l/n for z such that x0 6 x < 
xs + 6. It then follows from Gerschgorin’s theorem [l I] that 0 is not an eigen- 
value of V(x). 
Let ui and v, be the ith columns of U and V respectively. Then 
u; = Aui + Bvi 
-v; = Cq + Dv, 
ffij(Xo) = 0; uzi(xO) = s*2 
so, 
and 
u&> = j-’ [A(s) ui(s) + B(s) vi(s)] ds 
x0 
(8) 
vi(z) - ei = - 1’ [C(s) q(s) + D(s) vi(s)] ds 
20 
(9) 
where ei is the ith unit vector. 
Now, we want to find 6 such that x0 < z < x0 + S implies, for given E > 0, 
and 
Let 
and similarly for B, , C,, , D,, . Thus, (8) yields the estimate 
mm II u&G < 6% + &I { m= II Ui(4lm + m= II VOWS& 
Xo<Z<Xo~8 ~o<=<%)+6 ~,~==P,+~ 
Similarly (9) gives 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
max II ~44 - ei IID d (Co + 4) { max II u&)lL + max II ~&)ll~>. 
Zo$z<Xc,+6 %<%=o+~ xp<z<s,+8 
(13) 
Now we claim that if 
1 
I 
1 
sl=-?;max A,+& ) 
1 
Co + Do 
(14) 
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then 
max II ui(411m < 1 (15) 
“OS”<%l+$ 
and 
max II vi(z)ll, < 2. (16) 
%4”<“Of% 
For purposes of a proof by contradiction, suppose that (15) and (16) do not 
hold. Let 
6, = sup{& max // ut(z)ll, 6 1 and 
X,<Z<Xo+6 
5 <y<y+8 iI%Wm .G 21. 
0. . 0 
Then 6, < 6, and we have either 
II Ui(% + %)llm = 1 
or 
But, from (12) 
II vi6% + Ullm = 2. 
and, similarly 
II GGl + &hlm < %3(4 + &I) 
< %3(&l + B,) < 1 
II v&% + %>llm < 2. 
This establishes (15) and (16). Now given E < l/n, let 6 < 8, . From (12) 
it follows that if 
then 
A similar result holds for [vi(z) - ei]. Thus we may take 
(17) 
for any E < l/n, and the lemma is proved. 
With the aid of this lemma, it is reasonably easy to establish our main result, 
which we state as follows. 
THEOREM 2. Let x < x,, < y, where the matrices A, B, C and D are analytic 
functions of z in a region W containing the interval [x, y]. Then there exists a$nite 
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sequence x0 = z,- < x,- < ... < zD- = y such that R,.(,z-, z) exists for z in the 
entire interval [,z’xi-, x;+J for each i = 0, I,..., p - 1. Consequently Rr(x,, ,z) can 
be obtained, for every x in [x0 , y] at which it exists, by successive applications 
of the recursion formula (5) (or (7)), with xl- replaced by zi-, i = 1, 2,...,p - 1. 
Corresponding assertions hold for the matrices R, , T,. and Tz , with their respective 
recursion formulas. Furthermore we can choose the points xi- such that / z;+~ - z,- j 
< min{&, y - zi-), where 01 is any positive number less than 1, and 6 is dejned 
by (17). 
Proof. Theorem 1 of [IO] shows that zi+r is the smallest value of z such that 
@aa(z, xi-) is a singular matrix. By Lemma 2 we then have xi+r > zi- + 6, 
where S is given by (17). Consequently we can always choose z;+r > a,- + 
min{(aS), y - a,-}, where a is as in the statement of the theorem. This shows 
we can reach y in a finite number of steps, and completes the proof. 
In essence this theorem assures us that the recursive method for extending 
R, , etc. will always work in principle. There can, of course, possibly be nume- 
rical inaccuracies or inefficiencies, but there are no theoretical gaps in the 
method. 
Finally we note that the condition of analyticity on the coefficients A, B,... 
may be relaxed. All that is reaIly needed is that the set 23(x,) be finite, that A, , 
B, , etc. be finite, and that the usual existence and uniqueness theorems for 
initial-value problems associated with (1) hold. 
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